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IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF DELAWARE 

 

__________________________________________x  

In re       : Chapter 11 

       : 

CHISHOLM OIL AND GAS OPERATING,  : Case No. 20-11593 (BLS) 

LLC, et al,      : (Jointly Administered) 

 

  Debtors.1    : Re: D.I. 216, 232 and 275  

 
Objection Deadline: September 9, 2020 (by 

agreement) 
__________________________________________x       Hearing date:  September 23, 2020 at 10:00 a.m. 

 

J-W POWER COMPANY’S OBJECTION TO CONFIRMATION OF THE AMENDED JOINT 

CHAPTER 11 PLAN OF REORGANIZATION OF CHISHOLM OIL & GAS OPERATING, LLC 

AND ITS AFFILIATED DEBTORS, AND PLAN SUPPLEMENT [D.I.. 216, 232 and 275] 

 

 COMES NOW J-W Power Company (“J-W”), through its counsel, and hereby objects to 

confirmation of the Amended Joint Chapter 11 Plan of Reorganization of Chisholm Oil & Gas 

Operating, LLC, and its Affiliated Debtors [D.I. 216 and 232] and the Plan Supplement [D.I. 275].  

In support of its objection J-W states as follows: 

1. On June 17, 2020, Chisholm Oil and Gas Operating, LLC (“Chisholm”) and its 

affiliates (collectively, “Debtors”), commenced cases under Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code 

in the United States Bankruptcy Court for the District of Delaware. 

2. J-W provides natural gas compression equipment and services for onshore gas 

production through a series of compression contracts entered into at various times between J-W 

and Chisholm prior to the bankruptcy filing. See Claim #749.  J-W has worked with Chisholm 

both on a pre-petition and a post-petition basis to return certain compression units that were 

                                                           
1 The Debtors in these chapter 11 cases, along with the last four digits of each Debtor’s federal tax identification 

number, as applicable, are Chisholm Oil and Gas Operating II, LLC (8730); Chisholm Oil and Gas Operating, LLC 

(5382); Cottonmouth SWD, LLC (9849); Chisholm Oil and Gas Nominee, Inc. (1558), and Chisholm Oil and Gas 

Management II, LLC (8174). The Debtors’ mailing address is 1 West Third Street, Suite 1700, Tulsa, OK 74103. 
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identified by Chisholm being oversized and under-utilized.  As of the date of this filing, five (5) 

compression units remain in the field in active and ongoing operation.  J-W continues to provide 

maintenance services for those units pursuant to the applicable contracts.  The gas compression 

units are necessary for Chisholm to move its natural gas to market and to derive revenue from sale 

proceeds.   

3. The compression equipment is large, heavy, and requires semi-trucks and heavy 

equipment to move and/or load and doing so is expensive.  The compression contracts require that 

Chisholm is responsible for costs and expenses associated with the disassembly of each and its 

loading and transport back to the J-W facility.  This is an industry standard provision, and 

replacement of the compression units will require Chisholm to pay mobilization and transport fees 

for any replacement units. 

4. J-W filed a Proof of Claim in this case asserting it is owed a pre-petition balance 

with respect the compression contracts.  See Claim 749.  Although Chisholm has continued to 

‘slow pay’ the post-petition balances, and has returned several units in the past, J-W found a 

measure of comfort in the fact that Chisholm provided notice of its intended cure for compression 

contracts with J-W that it intended to assume. See Notice of (I) Approval of Disclosure Statement, 

(II) Establishment of Voting Record Date, (III) Hearing on Confirmation of Plan, (IV) Procedures 

for Objecting to Confirmation of Plan, (V) Cure Procedures, and (VI) Procedures and Deadline for 

Voting on Plan [D.I. 234] (“Notice”).  In the Notice, Chisholm indicated it would be assuming 

“Multiple Compression Services Agreements” it had with J-W and proposed a cure amount of 

$93,102.80 (the “Cure Amount”).  J-W did not lodge any objection to the proposed Cure Amount. 

5. Without any other negotiation, discussion or prior notice to J-W, and in a complete 

about-face from the prior notice it provided regarding the Cure Amount, Chisholm filed a Plan 
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Supplement on September 4, 2020 identifying 5 compression contracts2 with J-W that it intended 

to reject.   

6. One compression contract identified with Reference No. JWP-2018-9660, Unit 

6224, located at the Gant 1-22H well site remains on location and was not listed on the rejection 

list.  When J-W’s counsel contacted Chisholm’s counsel to inquire about the proper cure amount 

relating to that contract and to confirm it was the only contract to be assumed, J-W’s counsel was 

notified – less than four hours prior to the Plan objection deadline -- that the rejection list would 

be updated to reject that contract as well.   

7. In response to the undersigned’s request for an extension through September 11, 

2020 (the Voting Deadline) to consult with its client regarding this complete reversal in position, 

counsel for Chisholm agreed to provide an extension of one additional day through today, 

September 9, 2020.   

8. Chisholm has indicated that it intends to continue using J-W’s compression 

equipment through the Effective Date of the Plan (presumably so that revenue will continue to be 

generated for the Debtors without interruption), but has failed to respond to the inquiry as to when 

the units will be shut off or returned to J-W.  Either Chisholm is using the about-face as a tactic to 

avoid paying the Cure Amount to assume the compression contracts, while it really intends to keep 

utilizing them in violation of 11 U.S.C. § 365 and the “business judgment” test,  or it will use them 

through the Effective Date and then leave J-W holding the bag on demobilization and 

transportation costs. See In re HQ Global Holdings, Inc., 290 B.R. 507 (D. Del Bankr. 2003); In 

re Sabine Oil & Gas Corp., 547 B.R. 66 (S.D.N.Y. Bankr. 2016). 

                                                           
2 One of the proposed rejected contracts involves a compression unit that was already returned to J-W’s yard by 

Chisholm. 
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9. Further, to the extent that it needs to file an objection to opt out of the releases 

contained in the Plan, J-W hereby objects to the release provisions contained in the Plan (and opts 

out of such provisions) to the extent that that such provisions would impair or prejudice any claims, 

rights or defenses of J-W. 

10. Given the time constraints imposed under the circumstances, this Objection is filed 

to preserve the rights of J-W.  Having only received notice of the intended rejection of compression 

contracts on the eve of the Labor Day Holiday weekend – and with respect to one of the contracts, 

less than 4 hours before the objection deadline – J-W has not had the opportunity to fully discuss 

this development with either Chisholm or its counsel.  J-W reserves all rights to amend, alter, or 

supplement this Objection based on the discovery of additional information.   

[Remainder of page intentionally left blank] 
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WHEREFORE, based on the forgoing, J-W Power Company hereby objects to the 

Amended Joint Chapter 11 Plan of Reorganization of Chisholm Oil & Gas Operating, LLC and its 

Affiliated Debtors (D.I. 216 and 232) and the Plan Supplement (D.I. 275). 

Dated: September 9, 2020   Respectfully submitted, 

      MORRIS JAMES LLP 

     /s/ Stephen M. Miller     

      Stephen M. Miller (Del Bar ID No. 2610) 

      500 Delaware Ave., Ste. 1500 

      Wilmington, Delaware 19801 

      Telephone:  (302) 888-6800 

      Facsimile: (302) 571-1750 

      Email:  smiller@morrisjames.com 

 

      and 

 

      Julie A. Walker (admitted pro hac vice) 

      MILLER MENTZER WALKER, P.C. 

      100 N. Main Street 

P.O. Box 130 

Palmer, TX 75152 

Telephone: (817) 845-2222 / (817) 269-8458 

Facsimile: (214) 764-6676 

Email:  jwalker@milmen.com 

 

      Counsel for J-W Power Company 
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Certificate of Service 
 

The undersigned hereby certifies that on the 9th day of September, 2020, a true and 

correct copy of the foregoing was served upon all parties of record via CM/ECF and upon the 

parties listed below via e-mail.  

 

Chisholm Oil and Gas Operating, LLC  

Attn: Michael Rigg (michael.rigg@chisholmog.com)  

 

Weil, Gotshal & Manges LLP  

Attn:  Matthew S. Barr (matt.barr@weil.com)  

Kelly DiBlasi (kelly.diblasi@weil.com)  

Lauren Tauro (lauren.tauro@weil.com)  

 

Young Conaway Stargatt & Taylor, LLP  

Attn: M. Blake Cleary (mbcleary@ycst.com)  

Jaime Luton Chapman (jchapman@ycst.com)  

 

Office of the United States Trustee for the District of Delaware  

Attn:  Timothy Fox, Jr. (Timothy.Fox@usdoj.gov)  

 

Linklaters LLP  

Attn:  Margot Schonholtz (margot.schonholtz@linklaters.com)  

Penelope Jensen (penelope.jensen@linklaters.com)  

 

Morris, Nichols, Arsht & Tunnell LLP  

Attn:  Derek C. Abbott (dabbott@mnat.com)  

 

Paul, Weiss, Rifkind, Wharton & Garrison, LLP  

Attn:  Jeffrey D. Saferstein (jsaferstein@paulweiss.com)  

Elizabeth McColm (emccolm@paulweiss.com)  

 

Paul Hastings LLP  

Attn:  James T. Grogan (jamesgrogan@paulhastings.com)  

Kevin P. Broughel (kevinbroughel@paulhastings.com)  

 

Blank Rome LLP  

Attn:  Regina Stango Kelbon (kelbon@blankrome.com)  

Stanley B. Tarr (tarr@blankrome.com)  

 

/s/ Stephen M. Miller                                . 

Stephen M. Miller (Del Bar ID No. 2610)  
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